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(NOTE: Possibility Management is open code thoughtware. The copyleft notice states this material cannot be
copyrighted. The use limit is to assure that if an unqualified person tries to deliver this initiation and runs into
problems, they alone are responsible. This is a powerful initiatory process that tends to catalyze expansion in
personal consciousness. It needs to be delivered within a specifically held context by a person with a specific skill
level, quality of consciousness, and intention.)

FORMAT:
Individual process, trainer with client.
Duration: 40 minutes
Important note:

It is obligatory that you only do this process with a client under the following
circumstances:
The client has:
 stellated all 4 archetypes (anger, joy, sadness, fear)
 done the distilling destiny process.
 done the hidden purpose process.
 ideally also done the process of hidden competing commitments (this process
is useful, but not obligatory as the other 3).
The client hast o be fully aware of his underworld. Otherwise he cannot hold the
reconnection to his lineage and might misuse it. If the client does the reconnection,
but still serves his hidden competing commitments then the reconnection is in vain,
because he doesn’t use it in service of the bright principles.
Before you do this process with a client, be aware that it has a big impact on him and
his life. Also let him know this and ask him, if he still wants to do it.

PURPOSE:
Reconnection to the Archetypal Lineage.

SETUP:
Groups and client sit in a close circle.
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INTRODUCTION / BACKGROUND:

You can connect to a vast source which your represent and which you serve. When
you have activated all 4 archetypes, your lineage can work through you.
In addition to the bright principle of possibility or any other bright principle, each one
has a lineage. An archetypal lineage is something that usually doesn’t fit on a tax
form. You can talk about it or you can demonstrate it.
Don’t try to do this process, before you are not ready to do it. It works best when we
all do it as a team. You can only do it with a person who knows his feelings and the
map of possibility.
It is about reconnecting to your archetypal lineage. This means that the benefit you
provide for people is nothing new. It is actually an aspect of a long, traditional
lineage. It is a completely equipped, strengthened tradition.
A chiseler for example, has many dimensions: geology, metallurgy, tools, art. You
design rocks or create sacred architecture. If your task is to build walls, then this can
also have different dimensions. Supposed 3 people work on a cathedral and you ask
each of them separately “What are you doing there?”, then you get 3 different
answers:
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1. I work on the rocks.
2. I build an entrance.
3. I build a cathedral.
The task of the third person has a different power.
The work you do in the world and into which you develop even further, is an
archetypal profession. Part of you knows this and there is another part of you which
has not yet hooked into it, so that the power of your lineage cannot flow through you
yet.

INSTRUCTIONS / PROCEDURE:
1. Preparation of the client
You have a lineage. They are practitioners of a certain kind. And there may be
thousands, who have always existed. On any planet. Society needs these skills
and consciousness. And yet modern culture doesn’t provide it.
Before you went to school, even before you were born, you have always been
committed to this lineage. It is a subtle but complete set of skills, consciousness,
world view, vocabulary, which is standing behind you. You live it deeply. So far it
has been painful to see that there is nothing in modern culture that supports you.
You cannot use a standard, modern word for your lineage. But there is this pain
in you that finally makes you start. You have been waiting for this moment to link
in and to get the feet on the ground.
Trainer hint: Prepare the client well. Talk to him for about 30 minutes. They
have to feel the lineage inside of them. When you ask them too early what the
name of their lineage is, you talk to their mind. When the client is somewhat
resistant, you have to talk a bit longer.
2. Feel your lineage:
Reach behind you. You can feel it like a tube. It is about 25cm in diameter. Put
your hands around it and feel it. Don’t hook it in yet, just feel it. Describe the
qualities of your lineage. What are the qualities?
Now put your hands back into your lap. (As trainer wait a short moment and let
the client digest the experience).
Now reach again behind you with your hands and feel your lineage.
2. Give your lineage a name:
Now that you have had an experience about what your lineage is, give it a name.
Usually the purpose is also part of the lineage.
(E. g. I am a wanderer. I give other people the possibility to get started).
There is a part that’s missing. A part that gives you the full power and opens your
heart. What do you do, when you go home? What is the archetypal lineage of a
wandering musician?
(A bard.)
Is it that what you are holding in your hands?
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(I am not sure)
Well, what do you hold in your hands?
…
3. Talk to a representative of your lineage:
o Say “I would like to talk to a representative of my archetypal lineage”.
o Is anybody there?
o Who is it?
o What’s his/her/its name?
o What is this person/being wearing.
o Ask the representative whether the name you have in your language is
appropriate.
o Ask the representative whether you are ready to connect to your
archetypal lineage. What does he say?
o Ask the representative to give you 2 examples that show why you are
ready to connect to the archetypal lineage
o Ask the representative, whether it’s already time for you to reconnect.
4. Reconnecting to the lineage:
Now reach behind you and take the tube of your archetypal lineage into both
hands. (Trainer hint: check the diameter).
Slowly connect it to your lower back. Put it in and turn it locked. Let it fully come
back to you. Let the power of your archetypal lineage enter your whole system,
each of the four bodies. And let the sounds out. (Trainer hint: it has to happen in
all bodies. Different waves of feelings and sounds might come up for the client).

In the following you find some examples of individual processes
EXAMPLES OF RECONNECTION
1. Example: Reconnecting to the archetypal lineage
Could you imagine to be connected to the entire world of a bard?
(Yes)
Have you missed that?
(Yes)
It has missed you, too….for a long time. Would you like to connect to your
archetypal lineage?
(Yes)
The way you do it is, you reach behind with your hands and plug it in and then
you let the feelings com.
…
While it is coming in, it will enliven different parts in you.
You have to let it completely through.
(Trainer hint: The client has to go through all feelings and layers, i. e. emotional,
energetic, physical and mental layer)
Check again. Is everything filled with the lineage? Your toes, your cells, your
organs…?
(Yes.)
Keep your eyes closed and slowly stand up (trainer puts the chair aside)
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See, you can still have your bubble, your center and your grounding cord while
you are connected to your lineage.
I would like to welcome you as bard in our community. We will give you a group
hug.
…
2. Example: Reconnecting to the archetypal lineage
Close your eyes.
You might feel something.
What is your tradition?
You have always been moved by this lineage. It has waited for you so that you say
YES.
It connects to your center from behind and it will carry you.
Even when you were a little girl did you know that it was there, but you didn’t nkow
how to connect to it.
You are longing to connect to it.
What is it?
You can name it.
It is not about „the others“. It is about “us”.
(After the client has named the lineage:)
Are you ready to connect to your lineage?
(Yes)
Reach behind with your hand and plug your tradition in.
(Give the client some time to do this)
Keep your eyes closed.
Let your body get used to it.
This is a precious moment.
You are able to deal with the entire lineage.
There are other women, who have connected. Also connect with them. They are
waiting for you.
There will be a download for quite some time.
The lineage cannot function without you in the material world. You are the agent.
While you serve your lineage, it will take care of you in an incredible way:
o It will protect you.
o Coincidences will occur that are beyond understanding.
o It will keep you healthy.
o It will take care that you have enough money.
It has waited for you before you were born.
While you experience how your lineage is flowing into you and stay there, help us
that the others of the team can connect to their lineage.
3. Example: Doubts after reconnecting
The lineage you have chosen and that has chosen you, is old.
It is complete and reliable.
You are able to be its representative in the middle world.
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Your whole life you have been preparing to come to this point where you can
consciously connect to your lineage.
It needs time to prepare the physical body and the nervous system for that.
So many have been there before you that have served this tradition and they are
ready to pass it on.
There is not text category for your lineage, but it is so normal.
It just hasn’t been acknowledged by modern civilization.
Your lineage is needed now.
When you look along the lineage, which tradition is it?
(After the client has named the lineage)
Are you ready to connect to your lineage?
(Yes)
Reach behind with both hands and plug it in directly.
(Give the client a bit time to do this.)
Don’t block the feelings that are coming right now.
This goes into your innermost part. Your tradition holds each organ, tissue, hair,
each cell of your skin.
For the rest of your life you never have to ask yourself who you are or what you are
doing here.
You can meet the richest company boss and realize that he is not connected to his
lineage. And you can see his poverty, because he is missing this abundance.
Can you feel the abundance of your lineage?
It gives you everything that is needed.
You don’t miss anything.
You can just do your work.
There were influences of it in your life, you were just not aware of it.
Welcome it.
Welcome yourself home.
Let the feeling get big to be welcomed home.
Wherever you go, in which circumstances you may be, this lineage is there.
Whatever may happen.
You can be grateful for that.
And the lineage is grateful for your sacrifice, because without your courage, your
boldness, your experience the entrance into the modern world would be closed for
the lineage.
It will take care of you.
You can help other people to connect to their lineage.
Welcome it and let yourself be welcomed.
It is a love relationship.
It is a flow.
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(Trainer to rest of the team.)
You don’t have to do this.
It is nothing you sould take easily.
It is respectless.
It is painful to connect and then to block it.
It is nothing that you do for your ego, or because you think you should do it, because
others are doing it..
(In case the client questions after the reconnection who he is:)
The question mark, who you are, is from the past.
It is resistance.
Your doubts, your question marks are a Fata Morgana.
You give reality to a Fata Morgana.
The more resistance, the more friction.
Some things will change.
You might get rid of things or sell your car.
When my archetypal lineage gained more substance, my surroundings changed.
Now I have e. g. statues, lions and Buddhas in my house.
Stuff like this just happens.
4. Example: Power Struggles
You have done your best tob e normal.
You didn’t want to be different.
You really tried to fit in.
You behaved as if it would work.
But it didn’t work.
Your lineage has always been there.
Then you ended up in the trainer job and this is the workd („trainer“) that in modern
culture is closest to what you are.
The influence of your tradition has brought you into the job of a trainer.
But this is a poor world for the glorious and amazing profession you actually serve.
Your lineage has always been there.
Before you were born you have chosen a tradition and it has chosen you.
Since our culture is not prepared for that, only few people connect to their lineage.
You have continuously prepared for that, without even knowing what you are doing.
You trusted yourself.
The tradition is complex and elaborated and you can now reconnect to it.
What is your tradition?
(After the client has named the tradition:)
Are you ready to connect to your lineage?
(Yes)
Reach behind with your hands and plug your lineage in directly.
(Give the client a bit time to do this.)
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It goes through everything.
It holds you.
It supports everything in your life that was not supported before.
Each cell is activated so that the fog has no longer a grip.
You don’t have to weaken yourself anymore, because this power is trustworthy
through you.
You are the eyes, the mouth, the hands of the tradition.
You can trust ist.
You can let yourself be moved by it.
It moves you from your center.
You can be grateful for it in the same moment it feels grateful for you.
You are now connected to something that is bigger than modern culture.
You can recognize others that are connected, too.
When this happens, you don’t have to fight against them.
It is tempting to fight somebody, you know like „You get to know somebody by
fighting against him“.
This is not necessary.
There is no test.
Avoid this little competition thing.
You don’t need this power struggle.
When I met other that were connected, I oftentimes had something to give tot he, or
they had something to give to me and it was a great exchange.
The lineage might move you a bit. So don’t be surprised when your circumstances
change.
It helps when you don’t block the movements.
Don’t be surprised if there are some jumps.
Just go through the door.
Forget the voices in your head and trust the lineage.
(To the client and the entire team:)
You will not recognize yourself.
You look with a different pair of eyes.
The part in you that allows you to recognize, has changed.
It will see differently.
The old “ME” was an illusion, a survival strategy and it doesn’t exist anymore.

5. Example: All levels of the lineage have to be connected.
You found out how to survive.
All the time there has been a force behind you, with which you felt comfortable.
You have to have a lot of scars and pain to be able to jump off the floor.
If you don’t know the floor, the hopelessness, then you are not expanded enough to
be able to hold the lineage.
If you hadn’t risked your life and tried things, you wouldn’t be ready to connect
yourself.
You have a big pain about not being able to communicate to people what you have
to say.
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The lineage is multi dimensional, secure, rich.
Without your daring, your trust, it cannot work.
It has waited patiently so that you are ready to do this.
What is your lineage?
(After the client has named the tradition:)
Are you ready to connect to your lineage?
(Yes)
Reach behind with your hands and plug your lineage directly in.
(Give the client some time. Pay attention that the client plugs in all levels. When the
client doesn’t feel a lot, then not all layers have been connected. Coach the client
accordingly:).
That was just one layer (hint: in this example it was only the feeling of joy)
You have to connect to all layers.
The lineage comes in on all levels.
It wraps around your organs.
Let the next feeling come in.
The lineage goes into the bone marrow, the toe nails, all tissues.
It changes your nerves.
It is huge.
These are information, experiences, resources you cannot even imagine.
It comes in layer after layer and this is beyond understanding.
This lineage will not betray you.
It will bring you unexpected things.
If you have expectations, it will betray these.
They are self lies that don’t have any relation to reality.
It is okay to not understand.
Let yourself be moved.
When you have the impulse to call someone, to give a workshop, to meet someone,
then let yourself be moved by this.
The impulses come from your center.
When you are moved from your center without words, it is your lineage.
Trust the impulses from your center.
They are wordless.
It will take 6 months until the lineage is downloaded completely and is satisfied.
And it will continue building matrix.
Each lineage has certain qualities.
Each lineage also has a certain danger of Gremlin.
You have access to unlimited poewr, but you cannot use it for yoursel.
The power happens through you.
Take care of yourself during the next weeks.
You will have much more energy.
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When you turn around in a room, you might knock things over, because didn’t know
that you are so tall. Just like in the movie “Avatar”, where a normal person becomes
an Avatar giant.
Be gentle. Also be gentle with yourself.
It doesn’t serve the lineage, when you overstretch.
(Book: „The joy of sacrifice“ by E. J. Gold)

6. Example: Somebody wants to connect but is not yet ready for it.
What is it that makes you think that you want to connect?
(Story of the sea gull Jonathan, who desperately wanted to fly with high speed and
hit bottom when trying for the first time and almost dying.)
You are pretty new in possibility management.
You are not new in the trainer field.
But the map of possibility is essential to take radical responsibility through PM for a
force that runs through your lineage and thus through you.
When you mix feelings and thoughts like you just did, it is as if you spread out the
wings during high speed, just like the sea gull Jonathan. You would hit bottom, do a
crash landing.
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